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Abstract: Advancements made to battery energy 
storage technologies have led to increasing integration of 
battery systems with the grid. This paper presents a 
comparative study of the well-established vector control 
technique and the model predictive current control 
technique as applied to the grid connected battery 
systems. An electrical equivalent model of the battery is 
modeled and integrated with the grid using a three-
phase bidirectional converter. The comparative study is 
shown for bidirectional flow of power to 
charge/discharge the battery from the grid. Also, the 
effects of model predictive control versus vector control 
technique are analyzed at an event of grid fault. 
Asymmetrical and symmetrical grid fault is considered 
for the comparison. All the modeling and simulation is 
performed in PSCAD™/EMTDC™. The results are 
plotted using MATLAB R2017a.  The results show that 
the model predictive control technique performs as good 
as the vector control technique for a battery connected 
grid system.                                                                                                                          

 
Keywords: Battery energy storage, fault analysis, model 
predictive control, three phase converter, vector control. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Modernization of the electric grid is a necessity to overcome 
the challenges set forth by world’s growing energy needs. 
To meet the energy demand the number of renewable 
energy sources integrated with the grid is growing. 
Additionally, the efficiency of the non-renewable energy 
sources is incrementing. With the high level of energy 
penetration from the renewable energy generation sources, 
power system stability has become a substantial challenge. 
Integrating an energy storage system (ESS) with the grid 
can provide a significant contribution to overcome the 
challenges. Energy storage systems improve the efficiency 
of the grid, lower the energy cost and ensures high 
reliability, as well as limits and reduce the infrastructure 
investments [1].  It also helps in emergency situations by 
providing backup power in addition to the grid stabilization 
functions.  The storage devices accumulate energy during 
off-peak hours and discharge energy into the grid during on-
peak hours. They help smooth out intermittent generation, 
resulting in an uninterrupted power supply. Energy storage 
systems combined with local generation provide energy 

assurance in a local islanded microgrid separated from the 
grid [2]. 
 
There are different types of energy storage technologies for 
different applications. Some frequently used energy storage 
devices include pumped storage, hydroelectricity, flywheel 
energy storage and battery energy storage. The advantage of 
using battery energy storage systems (BESS) is that they 
have fast response times suitable for compensating the 
intermittent energy production from the renewable energy 
sources. Also within the transmission grid and at the 
distribution grid, they can be utilized to stabilize the grid 
frequency [3]. BESS act as an energy backup system, 
guaranteeing uninterrupted grid operation in situations 
leading towards sudden power deficiency. Numerous 
electrochemical battery technologies of different types are 
currently available for commercial use. Battery energy 
storage systems of various sizes have been deployed in both 
distributed and centralized applications. The BESS has 
power ratings ranging from less than 10 kW to more than 1 
MW. Depending on the technology energy storage 
capability also varies from kilowatt-hours (kWh) to several 
megawatt-hours (MWh) [1].  
 
The battery energy storage system is linked to the grid 
through an inverter. The inverter control technology is 
important to govern the energy flow to and from the battery 
and to achieve stable grid integration [4]. A voltage source 
converter is used to interconnect the distributed generation 
with the grid.  There are different types of control 
technologies to control the converter. Current controlled and 
Voltage controlled converter are two major categories [5-7]. 
Voltage controlled inverters show good performance during 
normal operation however their main drawback is a high 
level of fault current. Whereas, in fault conditions the 
current controlled inverters limit the output current to an 
adequate level [6].  The vector control and the model 
predictive control are two advanced currently controlled 
techniques.  
 
The primary focus of this paper is to examine the 
performance difference between the established vector 
control technology and the emerging model predictive 
control technology for grid-connected battery storage 
systems. First, the paper discusses the electrical equivalent 
model of the battery modeled in PSCAD in section II.  Then 
the paper focuses on control technologies for the inverter to 
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integrate the battery with the grid. A detailed explanation of 
the vector control and the model predictive control 
technologies is given in section III. The two-control 
technologies are integrated with the battery system in 
simulation environment PSCAD. The control technologies 
are compared for steady state and transient situations. 
Finally, the paper concludes with the simulation results and 
comparative study of the control technologies. 

 
II. BATTERY MODEL 

The researchers have developed different types of battery 
models based on mathematical, electrochemical, and 
electrical battery equivalents. The electrochemical model 
optimizes the physical design aspects of the battery. The 
model requires intricate numerical algorithms [8]. The 
mathematical model is based on empirical equations and 
stochastic approaches. The electrical equivalent model is 
simple, easy to use and can relate to other electrical circuits. 
Resistor, capacitor, voltage and current sources are used 
together to model a battery in circuit-based battery model 
[9].  A general circuit-based battery model is simulated in 
PSCAD and shows the charging & discharging behavior of 
the battery. 

The electric circuit battery model is shown in Fig. 1. The 
capacitor (Cbat) represents the energy storage capability of 
the battery. A dependent current controlled voltage source 
VSOC embodies the battery state of charge (SOC). R1 
represents contact resistance between the plates and C1 
represents the capacitance of the parallel plates. R0 
represents path resistance. Vbat represents battery terminal 
voltage [10].  

 

Fig. 1: General Battery Model 

The battery is charged up to 1kV through a DC voltage 
source at the beginning of simulation as the initial state of 
charge. The charging and discharging of the battery can be 
controlled using the DC reference voltage. If the reference 
voltage is set to less than the battery voltage the battery 
discharges.  

III. INVERTER CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
BATTERY INTEGRATION WITH THE GRID 

The bidirectional converter is the most eminent part of the 
battery energy storage system (BESS) to create an interface 
between BESS and the grid. Therefore, the converter control 
technologies have turned into a very important research area 
in the power electronics field. The most studied and 
established control techniques for controlling the power 
converter include classic linear controllers along with the 

pulse width modulation tactics and the hysteresis 
comparators based nonlinear controllers [11-14]. 

The efficiency of this converter need to be high enough to 
avert the difficulties of low power quality for intense high 
total harmonic distortion (THD), AC voltage fluctuation, 
ripple in DC current, low power factor and DC voltage 
pulsations [15-18]. 

The most common classical controller technique for the 
bidirectional converter is voltage controller. In vector 
control technique current vector in  !"  reference frame is 
compensated by two PI controllers. [19-24]. Coordinate 
transformations convert the three phase voltage and current 
to DC values. The DC value is compared with the reference 
and PI compensators are used to reduce the errors of the 
fundamental component to zero. The !" reference frame is 
converted back to #$%	  reference frame and a PWM 
modulator is used to obtain the switching signals of the 
inverter. The section A describes the vector control method 
for integrating battery energy storage system with the grid in 
detail.  

The development of powerful and fast microprocessor has 
increased the attention on model predictive control (MPC) 
technique for inverter control. MPC can be categorized as 
continuous control set MPC (SSC-MPC) and finite control 
set MPC (FCS-MPC) [25-26]. In CCS-MPC a modulator is 
required to convert the continuous control signal to suitable 
controller output. In FCS-MPC, the converter’s limited 
numbers of switching states are used to solve the 
optimization problem. For each switching period, the 
optimal switching state is directly applied to the inverter. 
This technique does not require PWM modulator for 
switching [27]. The section B describes the model predictive 
control for integrating battery energy storage system with 
the grid. 

A. Vector Control 

The vector control is a widespread technique for controlling 
a three-phase bidirectional converter. The basic idea for this 
controller is to control the output voltage by controlling the 
reference current associated with generation. Primarily the 
voltage and the current are measured from the grid for the 
controller design. Then the Clarks Transformation is used to 
convert these measured values from #$%  to αβ reference 
frame as in (1- 2) [28]. 
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Where '4  and '=  are the co-ordinates of the !"  rotating 
reference frame and ‘ωt’ is the angle between !"  and αβ 
reference frame. The vector controller uses the transformed 
d and q parameters.  

The error e (t) is obtained by comparing the battery dc 
voltage G40  with the reference voltage. H4IJK is adjusted by 
the proportional (LM) and integral (LN) terms. The equation is 
[30] 

H4IJK 9 = LMO 9 + LN O(9)!9
P

Q
                                       (6)                                       

The proportional term,LM , is considered as 0.5 and the 
integral term is calculated by LN =

.

RS
.  The value of TN  is 

0.01sec. The vector control is then designed by 
manipulating the battery output voltage for obtaining 
reference current for current control loop for the controller 
as in (7–8) [30]. 

U4 = VW4 + X
4NE

4P
− 8XW= + Y4                                        (7) 

U= = VW= + X
4NE

4P
− 8XW4 + Y=                                         (8) 

Where	U4, U= and	W4, W= represents the voltages and currents 
at  !"  reference frame. Equation (9) is characterized the 
voltage controller where the voltage is manipulated to 
control the current	H4IJK .  Equations (7-8) are represent in 
term of PI controller for voltage control loop. 
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Where,U4_J`, U=_J` and H4_J`, H=_J` are the reference voltages 
and currents of the !" reference frame. 

Lastly, the inverse Park transformation is used in equation 
(12) to get the three-phase voltage (U,g, U/g, U0g). The angle 
h  is obtained from the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) blocks. 
Initial phase angle is 0 degree. To trigger the gates of IGBT 
inverter, the three phase voltage is compared with triangular 
signal. 
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The switching of the converter controls the charging and 
discharging of the battery system. A block diagram of the 
vector controller for grid connected battery system is shown 
in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Block diagram of vector control technology for a battery Connected 
grid system 

AC voltage, Uff(jkl)  can be calculated by using initial 
battery voltage (U4 = 1000U) with the equation (13) [31]. 

Uff jkl = 0.612 ∗ k, ∗ U4    (13)                                             

Here	k, is the amplitude modulation. It is defined as  

                                   k, =
qrstK_sd
qu_S

                  (14)                               

Where, Û wxPywz  is the peak amplitude of the control signal 
and URyN  is the amplitude of the triangular signal. The 
fundamental-frequency voltage amplitude varies linearly 
with the value of 	m| in the range, 	m| < 1 . The advantage 
of operating the PWM in linear range is that the harmonics 
are created at high frequency range of the switching 
frequency and its multiples. One disadvantage is that the 
maximum available amplitude of the fundamental-frequency 
component is not as high as preferred. If 	m|  is increased 
beyond 1 the amplitude of the fundamental frequency 
component will increase however it will result in over 
modulation which will introduce numerous harmonics in 
output voltage [31]. For a linear range PWM operation and 
comparatively high fundamental frequency component the 
value of  m| is chosen to be 0.8. The optimum switching 
frequency is chosen based on system performance. 
Increasing the switching frequency will shift the voltage 
harmonics to higher frequencies which are easier to filter. 
However, a significant drawback is switching loss, which 
increases with increasing switching frequency. Frequency 
modulation k~	is defined as the ratio of switching frequency 
(�[) to the fundamental(�.). 

                                            k~ =
~I
~g

                 (15)                                                                        

To cancel out the most dominant harmonics and even 
harmonics in the line to line voltage, k~	should be multiple 
of three. Hence k~	of the vector control is chosen as nine 
[31]. The value of	�[(the carrier frequency) is taken as 540 
Hz and �. (the harmonic frequency) is 60 Hz. The ac 
output,Uff jkl  from the converter is found approximately 
514.8V by using equation (1), where the value of the 
amplitude modulation is 0.8. A transformer is used at the 
inverter to step up the voltage up to 6.9kV (U.) to match the 
grid rating.  
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B. Model Predictive Control 

The model predictive control is based on discrete time 
model of the system.  The mathematical model of the 
system is used to predict the future condition of the 
controlled variable and a cost function is used to get the 
switching signals.  A three-phase inverter has eight 
switching states. Considering the eight switching states, 
eight discrete values of the output voltage can be calculated. 
Table 1 shows the converter voltages at αβ stationary frame 
at 8 different switching combinations [32], where  U40 is the 
measured dc voltage and Å, Ç , Å/ Ç , Å/(Ç)  are the 
switching signals for three phases.  
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Table 1: Voltage at different switching signals 

The αβ stationary frame is transformed into !"  reference 
frame using equation 16, where h4= is the angle measured 
by a PLL from three phase grid voltage at kth sampling 
period. This gives the value of output voltage at the 
sampling time [33].  

U%!(Ç)
U%"(Ç)

=
cos	(h4=(Ç)) Sin	(h4=(Ç))
−Sin	(h4=(Ç)) cos	(h4=(Ç))

U0(
U01

     (16)             

The three-phase grid connected converter can be 
mathematically modeled in !" synchronous reference frame 
as [32]. 
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Where L denotes the inductor value and R its equivalent 
series resistance.	U4, W4 and  U=	, W=are the voltage and current 
of the grid at dq reference frame,	8 is the angular frequency 

of the grid voltage. The load current derivative  4N
4P

 can be 
written using the forward Euler discretization method as 
[33]. 

4N

4P
≈

N çé. èN(ç)
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  (19)                                      

Using equation (19) the current at the next sampling period 
is calculated from the mathematical model of the system. 
[32]. 
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RI
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8T[W=(Ç)																																																																																				(20) 
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Where, T[  is the sampling period and W4 Ç + 1 , W= Ç +
1 are predicted d and q current component at the (Ç +
1)Pêsampling period.   

The eight-converter output voltages from equation (16) are 
used to calculate eight predicted current values for eight 
possible switching states. The calculated predicted current is 
then compared with a reference current, which is defined as 
the cost function in equation (22) [33]. 

          ëíl9	ìYî%9Wíî = 	 Wyï~(4,=) − W4,= Ç + 1 			         (22)             

The switching state for which the error between the 
reference current and the predicted current is minimum, 
determined by the cost function minimization, is chosen for 
the next sampling period. The block diagram of the model 
predictive control is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the model predictive control for a battery 
connected grid system. [34] 

IV. MODELING IN PSCAD AND SIMULATION 
RESULTS 

The above presented control strategies were simulated for 
evaluation purpose using PSCAD. Fig.  4 shows the system 
is composed of a grid, a transformer, a DC bus, an inverter, 
a filter and a battery energy system. The DC bus is 
represented by a capacitor. The inverter model is a detailed 
three phases two level inverter. The two control strategies of 
the inverter are modeled in PSCAD. An LR filter is 
considered to minimize the voltage harmonics of the output 
voltage of the inverter. L value is chosen as 12 mH and R 
value is 1 ohm. The powerful main grid is represented by an 
ideal three-phase voltage source. The grid voltage is 6.9 kV 
and the frequency is 60Hz. A transformer is used to step up 
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the voltage from the battery side to the grid side. The 
simulation is done for steady state and transient responses of 
the system. 

 

Fig. 4: Line diagram of the grid connected battery energy storage system 

C.  Steady State simulation 

The battery charging and discharging characteristics have 
been analyzed using vector control in this paper ([9]). The 
steady state simulation is focused on the predictive control 
technology. The battery system is connected to the grid 
through a bidirectional converter. The converter is 
controlled using model predictive control.  Fig. 5(a) shows 
the charging and discharging voltage of the battery. The 
battery was initially charged to 850V. As shown in the Fig. 
5(a) the DC bus reference voltage is set to 1000 V. The 
reference voltage is higher than the battery initial voltage, so 
the battery is charging. As the reference voltage is changed 
to 800V, the reference voltage becomes less than the battery 
voltage and the battery starts discharging. By controlling the 
DC bus reference voltage battery charging and discharging 
can be achieved. Fig. 5(b) shows the battery charging and 
discharging current with the change in its direction from 
negative (charging) to positive (discharging). Fig. 6 shows 
the phase change that occurred between the inverter output 
voltage and grid side voltage. While the battery is charging, 
the power flows from grid to battery and during discharge 
power flows from battery to grid.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: (a) Battery charging and discharging voltage and (b) Battery 
charging and discharging current 

 

 

Fig. 6: Inverter output voltage and grid side voltage power flow direction. 

The fast fourier transform of the inverter output voltage is 
shown in Fig. 7. The y-axis has the normalized amplitude 
and x-axis has the frequency. The amplitude at the 
fundamental frequency (60Hz) has been removed from the 
graph to observe the other harmonics. The switching 
frequency for vector control is 540 Hz. Hence k~	of the 
vector control is nine. Theoretically, the frequencies at 
which voltage harmonics occur for three phase inverters can 
be indicated as î ∗ k~ ± 2 ∗ �., where n is a real integer 
and �. is the fundamental frequency. In Fig. 7 (a) it can be 
seen 7th, 11th, 17th and 19th harmonics are dominant 
harmonics. There are harmonics in higher frequencies also. 
Fig. 7 (b) shows the voltage harmonics in model predictive 
control. In model predictive control highest harmonics are in 
order of 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th and so forth. At higher 
frequencies, there are few harmonics in model predictive 
control than in vector control. The model predictive control 
has an irregular switching frequency. However, this variable 
switching frequency generates a wide spectrum of harmonic 
distortion at low frequencies. This paper [35-36] discusses 
about mitigating harmonic component in grid connected 
inverter and active rectifier. The total harmonic distortion 
for the predictive control is 30% and for vector control the 
total harmonic distortion is 65%. The total harmonic 
distortion is measured till 31st harmonic.  

 

Fig. 7: FFT analysis of the control technologies (a) for vector control 
technology and (b) for model predictive control technology 

D.  Transient Analysis 

The behavior of model predictive control is analyzed in 
various fault conditions. The fault scenarios which are 
simulated include asymmetrical faults and symmetrical 

(a)Battery charging and 
discharging voltage 

(b)Battery charging and 
discharging current 
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faults. Diagram of the test system is shown in Fig. 8. The 
various fault scenarios are implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC 
model of the system. Each fault is applied for 0.15s at the 
point of common coupling (PCC) as shown in the Fig. 8. 
The simulation results for the fault analysis are given in the 
subsequent subsections. 

 Fig. 9: Battery connected grid system with fault at grid side. 

Asymmetrical fault 

E. Line to Ground Fault  

In this Scenario, a line to ground fault is applied at the point 
of common coupling (PCC) as shown in Fig. 9. The fault is 
applied at phase A to the ground at 10th second for 0.15 
seconds. At first, the simulation is carried out while the 
inverter is controlled with vector control. The same fault is 
applied while the inverter is controlled with model 
predictive control. Once the fault occurs, the voltage at the 
point of common coupling drops to zero as shown in Fig. 
9(a).  Fig. 9(b) shows the grid RMS voltage in per unit. Both 
the controllers’ responses are same for line to ground fault. 
After the fault is cleared at 0.15 seconds the voltage comes 
back up at 0.1 second.  Fig. 9(c) shows the comparison of 
phase A current between vector control and model 
predictive control. The response time to stabilize the current 
is same.  Fig. 9(d) shows the frequency response of the two 
controllers at the fault. It can be seen that during the fault, 
frequency of model predictive control dips slightly more 
than vector control frequency.  After the fault is cleared the 
model predictive control frequency dip is 200us less than 
vector control. The response time to stabilize the frequency 
is almost same about 0.05s. The DC bus voltage and DC 
current during fault are shown in Fig. 9 (e) and Fig. 9 (f) 
respectively.   

With the vector control, battery voltage is rising a little 
higher than model predictive control. For the current with 
the vector control current has slightly more dip than the 
model predictive control. The response time is slightly 
better in model predictive control than vector control on the 
DC side. The results demonstrate that model predictive 
controller can stabilize the system as effectively as that of a 
vector control. 

 

Fig. 10: Line to ground fault comparison between Vector control and 
Model Predictive Control 

F. Line to Line fault  

In this section, the performances of the two controllers are 
evaluated during a line to line fault. The line to line fault 
between phase B and C is applied at the point of common 
coupling (PCC) at 10th second with clearing time of 0.15 
seconds. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 10.  The 
three-phase grid voltage is shown in Fig. 10(a), grid RMS 
voltage is shown in Fig.10 (b) and frequency response is 
shown in Fig.10 (d). From the simulation results, it can be 
seen the fault response are same for both vector control and 
predictive control. Fig.10(c) shows the phase B current at 
the inverter side during the fault. It is observed that current 
rises higher in predictive control mode during the fault.  
Fig.10 (e) and Fig.10 (f) show the battery voltage and 
battery current during the fault. The voltage fluctuation and 
current dip are little higher in vector control than in 
predictive control. From the results, it can be inferred that 
during a line to line fault both the controllers effectively 
clear the fault and stabilizes the system.   
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Fig. 11: Line to Line fault comparison between Vector control and Model 
Predictive Control 

G. Symmetrical Fault 

In this scenario, a temporary three phases to ground (LLLG) 
fault is applied at PCC at 10th second for 0.05 seconds, as a 
worst case scenario to cause severe voltage dip (100%) at 
inverter terminal. Fig.11 (a) shows the three-phase voltage 
during the fault. Grid RMS voltage shown in Fig.11 (b) and 
Frequency response in Fig.11 (d) are the same for both 
vector control and predictive control. Fig.11(c) shows the 
phase A current at the inverter side during the fault. Fig.11 
(e) and Fig.11 (f) show the battery voltage and battery 
current respectively. The responses of the two controllers 
are same as the line to line fault. Only the battery voltage 
rises higher and the battery current has a lower dip.  The 
phase current rises higher in predictive control mode than 
vector control, however the current stabilizes after the fault 
is cleared.  From the results, it can be inferred that during a 
worst-case fault of three-phase to ground both the 
controllers effectively clears the fault and stabilizes the 
system.   

 

Fig. 12: Three Phase fault comparison between Vector control and Model 
Predictive Control 

V. CONCLUSION 

Two types of current controllers for battery integration with 
the grid have been analyzed in this paper. The real-world 
application of finite set predictive current control strategy 
has been demonstrated. It has been shown that the model 
predictive method controls the inverter efficiently. It 
provides adequate transient responses and matches very well 
with the more established method of vector control. The 
performances of both control strategies have been discussed. 
Compared to vector control, the model predictive control 
(MPC) method is simple because tuning of controller 
parameters is not required. In addition, the control algorithm 
can easily be implemented using a microcontroller. In 
comparison with the vector controller, MPC does not 
require any type of modulator. The switching signals for the 
IGBTs are produced straight from the controller. It helps to 
simplify the system. One drawback in MPC is it requires an 
accurate mathematical model of the system which is 
difficult to obtain. The robustness of the control method has 
also been studied in this paper [37] for errors in the values 
of load inductance and resistance of the model. 

The steady state analysis shows that MPC can control the 
bidirectional flow of power to charge and discharge the 
battery from the grid as effectively as a vector controller. 
Due to the variable switching frequency, MPC will have 
lower order harmonics than in vector controller, which 
results in higher value of THD. However, in this paper, it is 
inferred that with the lower switching frequency of the 
PWM in vector controller, harmonics and THD are less in 
MPC controller than in vector controller. Using a higher 
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frequency PWM signal will lessen the harmonics however it 
will tend to cause more switching losses in the IGBTs. 

The controller is analyzed in a fault condition. The 
performance of both controllers is almost identical for 
asymmetrical and symmetrical faults.  From the results, it 
can be seen that the DC side response of the MPC shows 
less current drop than vector control and less voltage 
increase than vector control during the fault. Vector control 
is better in limiting the current at the inverter output during 
the fault than in MPC. The comparison between the two 
controllers show that the model predictive control performs 
as well as vector control for a grid connected battery energy 
storage system. MPC can be a competitive substitute to 
classical current-control methods for connecting distributed 
generations with the grid. It opens up a new possibility for 
control of power converters.  
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